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Abstract 

There are several important considerations in the design of a suction supply sump. It is imperative that the amount of 

turbulence and entrained air be kept to a minimum. Free air-core vortex occurring at a water-intake pipe is an important 

problem encountered in hydraulic engineering. These vortices may reduce pump performances, have large effects on the 

operating conditions and lead to increase plant operating costs. Experiments, conducted in order to select best positions 

of the suction pipe of a water-intake sump, show qualitative results concerning flow disturbances in the pump-intake 

related to sump geometries and position of the pump intake. The purpose of the paper is to reproduce the flow pattern 

and confirm the geometrical parameter influences of the flow behavior in such a pump. The numerical model used 

solves the Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations and VOF multiphase model for two cases. In the 

validation of this numerical model, emphasis was placed on the prediction of the number, location, size and strength of 

the various types of vortices. Previous studies, without simulation of air entrainment, have shown the influence on a 

single type of mesh with different cell numbers, different intake pipe depths and different water levels, for two 

turbulence models closure.  

Keywords: Pump sump-Open channel flow- Free surface vortices-submerged vortices-air entraining- CFD-Turbulent model- 

Numerical simulation. 

1. Introduction  

This work is an extended study starting from 2006 (ISSA [10]) in LML and first published by ISSA and al. in 2008 and 2009 ([8] and 

[9]). Several cases of sump configuration have been numerically investigated using one specific commercial code and based on the 

initial geometry proposed by Constantinescu and Patel([3,4]). The results, obtained with a structured mesh, were strongly dependant on 

main geometrical sump configuration such as the suction pipe position, the submergence of the suction pipe on one hand and the 

turbulence model on the other hand. Part of the results shows a good agreement with experimental investigations already published by 

the Iowa Institute of Hydraulic Research (Nakato [12] to [15]; Ettema and Nakato [6]) to reduce non uniformities of specific flow and 

geometrical conditions. More basic studies have been also conducted to establish empirical criteria for vortex formation and avoidance 

(Anvar ([1]), Anvar and Amphlett ([2]), Daggett and Keulegan ([5])).  

The use of numerical approach starts with Tagomori and Gotoch ([16]) (1989) in order to study the effects of non uniform inlet 

flow on vortex generation and the effects of additional devices to prevent vertical flow formation. They have used a finite volume 

method to solve the RANS equations with the k-ε model. Takata and al. ([17]) (1992) report large eddy simulations of pump 

intake flows at low Reynolds number (10
4
). 

More recently, CFD Benchmarks have been performed by Matsui and al. ([11]) in order to compare different software results with 

experiments. 
New numerical investigations using different mesh structures and another CFD code are presented in this paper in order to compare 

results and determine why results can be equivalent or different. 
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2. Sump and inlet pipe geometry test cases 

Four geometric cases are presented in this paper: 

- Case a: based on the Constantinescu and Patel’s one ([3]) in which thickness of pipe is neglected (Fig. 1). The 

intake pipe is located in the middle of sump width (b1=b2=1.3d) at a fixed value of l (l=0.9 d) from the back wall. 

The submergence is equal to 2d and clearance distance z from floor is equal to 0.75d (with d=0.1 m). 

- Case b : based on the same model in which thickness is taken account (0.5 mm) 

- Case c : same model as cases a and b but with bellmouth (D=1.5d, hb=1.083d) (Fig. 2) 

- Case d: same model as case c with two fluids where hair equal 1d (Fig. 3). 

 

     
     Fig. 1 Geometrical parameters     Fig. 2 Parameters for bellmouth       Fig. 3 Model with two phases 

3. Grids and simulations 

3.1 Tests cases 

The calculation domain of case a is divided into three different blocks as shown in ISSA ([8]). The resulting computational grid is a 

structured hexahedral grid with about 592 000 cells shown in Fig. 4. We can see details of mesh inside pipe on the right of Fig. 4. 

In case b, polyhedral mesh with prism layer thickness is used (target size 0.1d, total prism layer tkickness equal to 0.01d for 5 prism 

layers and prism layer stretching 1.5. Details of mesh inside pipe can be seen on the right of Fig. 5. A rectangular refined mesh around 

tube is also used in which target size is divided by 2. The resulting computational grid is a polyhedral grid with about 491 000 cells. 

In case c (with bellmouth), all other meshing parameters are the same as those used in case b (polyhedral mesh with 549200 cells) 

In case d, which is an attempt to calculate two phase flux, a new volume is added to simulate air over water and to try to avoid using 

symmetry condition at free surface. 

All simulations were realized with one or two of these CFD codes : FLUENT and STAR CCM+. 

All the cases are summarized on table 1. 

 

Table 1 Tests list 

  

Computational 

code 

Turbulence 

model 

Cases Boundary 

conditions 

Re Fr We Number 

of cells 

mesh 

FLUENT k-  a1 BC1 29285 0.023 119 592000 structured 

k-  a2 BC1 

STAR CCM+ k-  a3 BC1 

k-  a4 BC1 

k-  

 

a5 BC2 

b1 BC2 491 000 unstructured 

b2 BC3 146423 0.115 2978 

b3 BC4 292845 0.223 11911 

c1 BC2 29285 0.023 119 549 200 

c2 BC3 146423 0.115 2978 

c3 BC4 292845 0.223 11911 

d BC6 146423 0.115 2978 750 150 

 

hb 

D 

hair 
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3.2 Grids 

    

Fig. 4 Structured mesh, case a 

 

   

Fig. 5 Unstructured mesh, case b 

 

             

   Fig. 6 Unstructured mesh, case c                  Fig. 7 Unstructured mesh, case d 

3.3 Boundary conditions 

Six types of conditions were tested: 

- BC1 : Inlet=pressure (relative pressure=0 Pa), outlet=velocity (v=0.286 m/s), free surface=symmetry 

- BC2 : Inlet=mass flow inlet (qm=2.3 kg/s), outlet=pressure (relative pressure=0 Pa), free surface=symmetry 

- BC3: Inlet=mass flow inlet (qm=11.5 kg/s), outlet=pressure (relative pressure=0 Pa), free surface=symmetry 

- BC4: Inlet=mass flow inlet (qm=23 kg/s), outlet=pressure (relative pressure=0 Pa), free surface=symmetry 

- BC5 : for the two phase model, inlet=mass flow inlet (qm=2.3 kg/s), outlet=mass flow inlet (qm=2.3 kg/s), upper 

surface (upper air)=pressure outlet with mass flow inlet=0 kg/s 

- BC6 : for the two phase model, inlet=mass flow inlet (qm=11.5 kg/s), outlet=mass flow inlet (qm=11.5 kg/s), 

upper surface (upper air)=pressure outlet with mass flow inlet=0 kg/s 

4. Results 

An important feature is to decide how to present results in such configurations. We have decided to present: 

- Contours of tangential velocities, helicity and vorticity magnitudes on the fluid surface and inside the tube at same 

level. For each case, only tangential velocity, using the same scale can show the overall flow feature inside the sump 

and the inside the tube. 

- Some vorticity values on the symmetrical plane x=0 and on the plane y=0 (scale must be adapted for each case) 

- Streamlines issued from free surface 

Outlet 

Inlet 

Free surface 
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We are going to present part of the results for clarity and paper length. 

4.1 comparisons on test cases ai with two CFD codes  

Using k-  model, the two CFD codes (cases a1, a3) show some flow pattern of streamlines as shown on Figs. 8a and 8c. Using 

k-  model (cases a2 and a4), the flow pattern is completely different as shown on Figs. 8b and 8d. For this last case (8d), a strong 

asymmetry occurs which cannot be explained at that time. For this reason, all other test cases shown in this paper are obtained 

using k-  model with STAR CCM+. 

Vorticity are shown respectively Figs. 9a and 9b using the same scale. The two codes point out local recirculating zones just 

after the pipe inlet. Symmetrical results are also obtained in plane x= 0 (Fig. 9a) with a more important recirculation zone using 

FLUENT code. For plane y=0 (Fig. 9b) asymmetric results are similar with more extension using FLUENT. 

 
FLUENT STAR CCM+ 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Case a1 : k-  Case a2 : k-  Case a3 : k-  Case a4 : k-  

 Fig. 8a Streamlines Fig. 8b Streamlines Fig. 8c Streamlines Fig. 8d Streamlines 

 

 

FLUENT STAR CCM+ FLUENT STAR CCM+  

 

 

 

 

 

 

       
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Fig. 9a X vorticity (k- ) Fig. 9b  Y vorticity (k- ) 

 

4.2 Comparison of results with same CFD and different mesh configuration ( cases a3, a5, b1, b2, b3) 

These results are issued using k-  model. 

Results obtained with STAR CCM+ (Fig. 10, cases a3 and a5) with different boundary conditions (BC1 and BC2 : see table 1) 

for the same mass flow rate (Re=29285; Fr=0,0384; We=119) show good agreements. 

Comparison between a5 and b1 corresponding to the same mass flow rate (Re=29285; Fr=0,023; We=119) but for different 

mesh types and size also show some kind of results instead of inside of the tube. 

Last comparison between b1, b2, b3 (Fig. 10) is related to the influence of mass flow rate increasing from b1 to b3 up to some 

equivalent to Re=292845; Fr=0,23; We=11910. 

Non symmetric pattern appears when mass flow rate increase. It seems that asymmetric for plane y=0 starts from a particular 

mass flow rate (Re>50930, Fr>0,04; We>360) 

This effect had already been pointed up experimentally 

case a1 case a3 case a1 
case a3 
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C
as

es
 

Tangential velocity  helicity Vorticity magnitude 

a3 

   
a5 

   
b1 

    
b2 

   
b3 

   
Fig.10 Results: tangential velocity, helicity and vorticity magnitude at free surface without baffle 

 

4.3 Results including the effect of bellmouth at inlet suction pipe (cases c1,c2, c3 and d) 

The main result concerning the addition of the bellmouth is that symmetry at plane y=0 is maintained for higher mass flow rate 

compared with the previous cases. This is clearly shown on the set of figure 11 where mass flow rate increase with increasing 

values of cases c (c1 to c3). The critical mass flow rate appears to be at about Re= 146420; Fr=0,115; We=2978. 
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Another result which can be used to validate part of CFD results concerns the pressure loss coefficient , defined as : 

 

                                             (1) 

Where p1 is the pressure inside sump at free level and p2 is the pressure inside pipe at the same level and  the kinetic 

energy inside pipe. 

Figure 12 summarize the loss coefficient between section 1 and section 2 using all results issued from several cases among 

those presented in table 1. 

 

C
as

es
 

Tangential velocity  helicity Vorticity magnitude 

c1 

   
c2 

   
c3 

   
d 

   
Fig. 11 Results: tangential velocity, helicity and vorticity magnitude at free surface with bellmouth 

 

Case d is a first attempt to calculate two phase flow in such sump configuration. First results are shown Fig. 11, case d. They 

are to be compared with case c2 corresponding to the same mass flow rate (Re=146420; Fr=0,115, We=2978). This last case does 

not show any air entrainment with water probably due to large submergence and high value of water level in the sump. Further 
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investigations will be made in order to capture air entrainment in the future. We can see on Figs. 13 and 14 that the convergence 

history for these cases (case c2 and case d) shows low residuals. Case d is an unsteady calculation with a time step of 0,02 s. This 

time step is about one percent of the time taken by a wave moving on the free surface from inlet plane to suction inlet pipe. 

 

  

Fig. 12 Pressure loss coefficients between section 1 and section 2 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Fig. 13 Convergence history case c2 

 

 

Fig. 14 Convergence history case d 

 

5. Conclusion  

3D steady flow calculation have been performed on a sump configuration in order to evaluate first the sensivity using two 

different CFD codes with the same mesh configuration and two different turbulence models.  

Results in the sump and in the pipe are comparable with a less extended recirculation zone in the pipe for the STAR CCM+ 

code compared to FLUENT code.  

Using STAR CCM+ with an adapted mesh configuration using hexahedral mesh with prism layer near walls, we can detect a 

limiting mass flow rate for which flow is not anymore symmetric. The addition of a bellmouth at pipe intake results in an increase 

of limiting mass flow rate of about three times the initial limiting mass flow rate. These results seem to be quite compatible with 

general arrangement used in pipe intakes. The calculated loss coefficient between straight inlet pipe and pipe with a bellmouth 

show significant lower value of losses with 25% decrease on tangential velocity inside the pipe. 

Finally, an attempt has been made to calculate two phase unsteady flow, the results of which are to be studied moreover with 

stronger mass flow rate and stronger submergence with low water level in order to be able to capture air entrainment. 
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Nomenclature 

b1 

b2 

d 

D 

e 

Fr 

 

g 

H 

h 

hb 

k 

l 

p 

Re 

Pipe left wall distance [m] 

Pipe right wall distance [m] 

Pipe intake interior diameter [m] 

Baffle intake interior diameter [m] 

Pipe back wall distance [m] 

Froude number for the pipe submergence  

 
Acceleration due to gravity [m/s2] 

Water level in the sump-pump [m] 

Submergence depth for the pipe [m] 

Baffle heigth [m] 

kinematic viscosity [m2/s] 

Pipe inlet distance [m] 

Static pressure (Pa) 

Reynolds number in the pipe  

 
 

U 

V 

W 

We 

Z 

 

ν 

 
ρ 

σ 

ω 

 

1 

2 

Mean velocity in the sump [m] 

Mean velocity in the intake pipe [m] 

Pump-sump width [m] 

Weber number  

Clearance distance from floor [m] 

 

kinematic viscosity [m2/s] 

pressure loss coefficient  

Water density. [kg/m3] 

Coefficient of surface tension [N/m] 

Specific dissipation rate [s-1] 

 

Subscripts for level free surface inside sump 

Subscripts for level free surface inside pipe  
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